That Scandalous Evening
Getting the books That Scandalous Evening now is not type of inspiring means. You could not single-handedly going in the manner of ebook hoard or library or borrowing from your associates to read them. This is an
utterly easy means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online declaration That Scandalous Evening can be one of the options to accompany you afterward having other time.
It will not waste your time. recognize me, the e-book will unquestionably flavor you other thing to read. Just invest tiny become old to edit this on-line declaration That Scandalous Evening as skillfully as evaluation
them wherever you are now.

The Light of Evening - Edna O'Brien 2020-10-20
The Light of Evening is a newly reissued edition of the novel by award-winning author Edna O'Brien. In
Edna O'Brien's twentieth work of fiction, an elderly widow on her deathbed in rural Ireland tells the story of
her life—a story of love, family, estrangement, and motherhood. "O'Brien brings together the earthy and
delicately poetic: she has the sound of Molly Bloom and the skills of Virginia Woolf." —Newsweek
The Scandalous Sisterhood of Prickwillow Place - Julie Berry 2014-09-23
There's a murderer on the loose—but that doesn't stop the girls of St. Etheldreda's from attempting to hide
the death of their headmistress in this rollicking farce. The students of St. Etheldreda's School for Girls face
a bothersome dilemma. Their irascible headmistress, Mrs. Plackett, and her surly brother, Mr. Godding,
have been most inconveniently poisoned at Sunday dinner. Now the school will almost certainly be closed
and the girls sent home—unless these seven very proper young ladies can hide the murders and convince
their neighbors that nothing is wrong. Julie Berry's The Scandalous Sisterhood of Prickwillow Place is a
smart, hilarious Victorian romp, full of outrageous plot twists, mistaken identities, and mysterious
happenings.
A Scandalous Affair - Karen Erickson 2012-07-30
From the moment Daphne, Lady Pomeroy, meets the mysterious Marquess of Hartwell at a masquerade
ball, she's determined to seduce him. The handsome, charming man cannot possibly be the cold, calculating
lord who Society calls "Black Hart." Risking everything, the lonely widow invites the elusive Hartwell to her
dinner party…for two. Hartwell's arrogant reputation is built on a lie. For he has a shameful secret that
keeps him in the shadows: a stutter—his downfall since childhood. He'd rather keep his mouth shut than
look the fool. But he's shocked to discover that in Daphne's company—and in her bed—his stutter vanishes.
After one wanton evening together, Daphne is hurt when the lord lives up to his Black Hart name. Yet his
reasons for leaving surprise even him. Now he must confess everything or risk losing Daphne forever…
22,000 words
Slightly Scandalous - Mary Balogh 2003-06-03
Meet the Bedwyns…six brothers and sisters—men and women of passion and privilege, daring and
sensuality. Enter their dazzling world of high society and breathtaking seduction…where each will seek
love, fight temptation, and court scandal…and where Freyja Bedwyn, the wild-hearted daughter, meets her
match in a man as passionate, reckless, and scandalous as she. Growing up with four unruly brothers has
made Freyja Bedwyn far bolder than most society ladies. From feisty manner to long, tumbling hair, Lady
Freyja is pure fire, a woman who seeks both adventure and freedom. Adventure soon finds her on a visit to
Bath, when a handsome stranger bursts into Freyja's room and entreats her to hide him. His name is Joshua
Moore, Marquess of Hallmere, a man with a hell-raising reputation of his own who is quickly intrigued by
the independent beauty. So intrigued, in fact, that he makes her a surprising request: to pose as his fiancée
and help thwart his family's matchmaking schemes. For two people determined to be free, it's the perfect
plan…until passion blindsides them both. For as Joshua sets out to achieve his complete seduction of
Freyja, a woman who has sworn off love is in danger of losing the one thing she never expected to give
again: her heart…
Scandalous Behavior - Stuart Woods 2016-01-12
Stone Barrington is back, in fine form, in the newest thriller from the #1 New York Times–bestselling
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author. After a series of nonstop adventures, Stone Barrington is eager for some peace and quiet in a rustic
British setting. But no sooner does he land in England than he’s beset by an outrageous demand from a
beautiful lady, and an offer he can’t refuse. Unfortunately, Stone quickly learns that his new acquisition
comes with some undesired strings attached—namely, a deadly mystery involving the complex relationships
of the local gentry, and a relentless adversary who raises the stakes with every encounter. Stone’s restful
country vacation is looking like yet another troublesome situation, but with his tireless aplomb—and the
help of a few friends—he is more than up to the challenge.
One Kiss From You - Christina Dodd 2009-10-13
A bold woman known as the "duchess of Magnus" was wagered—and won—in a card game. But the woman
who arrived was her shy, quiet cousin Eleanor. Eleanor de Lacy must have been mad to agree to exchange
identities with her stronger-willed cousin. She would never convince Remington Knight of the folly of this
union—especially since the man seemed so determined for it to take place. Worse still, she finds Remington
dazzlingly attractive—and she's charmed by his attempts to seduce her, even though he believes she is
already his. But if he ever learns of Eleanor's deception, this daring rogue will wreak havoc . . . upon her
reputation and her heart. Remington had expected a haughty, unbending aristocrat who would ensure his
entrance into good society. But this "duchess" is a most pleasant surprise—modest, warm-hearted,
endearingly awkward, and a delight to the eye. In short, she is exactly the sort of bride Remington could fall
passionately, completely in love with . . . . . . if he weren't so intent on his revenge.
In My Wildest Dreams - Christina Dodd 2009-10-13
Since she was a little girl, Celeste has had one burning desire:to marry Ellery Throckmorton. But what
chance does a gardener's daughter have of capturing the heart of one of England's wealthiest gentlemen?
However, the education she receives at the Distinguished Academy of Governesses enables Celeste to
return to Blythe Hall with a refinement that complements her ravishing beauty—and makes her bold
romantic dream more attainable. But, alas, temptation gets in the way . . . For wherever Celeste turns, it is
not Ellery she encounters, but his serious, yet undeniably intriguing, older brother Garrick. The elder
Throckmorton will have no one interfere with the younger's impending nuptials, and his meddling infuriates
Celeste to no end. Still, she cannot disregard the fluttering of her heart whenever Garrick deigns to smile at
her. And the passion she senses smoldering beneath his formidable control is tempting her in a manner a
lady must never allow . . .
Right Motive - Christina Dodd 2020-11-01
It’s just another Tuesday in Rockin, Alaska: one bear cub, two Bigfoot sightings, three corrupt law officers
and a sting operation that will test new police officer Gabriella Donatti to the limits. Right Motive is an allnew stand-alone novella from New York Times bestselling author Christina Dodd. Set in the same world as
her novel Wrong Alibi, in small-town Rockin, Alaska, this story is packed with her trademark mystery,
unforgettable characters, plot twists and humor.
Not the Kind of Earl You Marry - Kate Pembrooke 2021-07-27
Fans of Netflix's Bridgerton series will adore this stunning historical romance debut, where a wary
wallflower enters a fake engagement with one of London's most eligible bachelors. The one woman in
London who doesn’t want to marry him is now his fiancée. William Atherton, Earl of Norwood, is as shocked
as the rest of London to discover his betrothal via an announcement in the morning paper. Furious at what
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appears to be a shrewd marriage trap, William tracks down his alleged fiancée before her plans can affect
his campaign for a coveted political post. But then William realizes an engagement, however fake, may
benefit them both . . . Miss Charlotte Hurst may be a wallflower, but she’s no shrinking violet. She would
never attempt such an underhanded scheme, especially not with a man as haughty or sought-after as
Norwood. Yet his suggestion to play along with the betrothal has its merits . . . and the longer they pretend,
the more undeniably real their feelings become. But when the true culprit behind their engagement is
revealed, can their newfound happiness survive the scandal?
Historical Romance: Malam Penuh Skandal (That Scandalous Evening) - Christina Dodd 2019-03-25
Sebuah patung sederhana memulai segalanya. Patung yang tak seharusnya dilihat masyarakat umum,
namun terkuak dan menjadi skandal. Sejak malam itu Jane Higgenbothem pun bersembunyi di perdesaan
dan tak pernah menginjakkan kakinya di London. Sekarang, satu dekade kemudian, ia kembali ke London,
sebagai pendamping untuk keponakannya yang cantik. Tapi Jane bukan satu-satunya yang memutuskan
kembali ke London, Lord Blackburn yang terluka di pertempuran Talavera, ditugaskan untuk mencari matamata di antara masyarakat kalangan atas. Waktu dan keadaan telah banyak mengubah mereka, dan
Blackburn mendapati gadis yang dulu memujanya kini bersikap dingin. Bisakah ia mendapatkan kembali
hati Jane?
The Marquess' Scandalous Mistress - Arietta Richmond 2016-07-09
A scandalous woman, a handsome Marquess, a passionate affair, a scoundrel, a legal complication, a final
chance for love. A delightful Regency Romance from Bestselling Author, Arietta Richmond. This is the 6th
in the Derbyshire Set series. Read separately, or read in order, and find out what happens to all of your
favorite characters!
The Best of Everything - Rona Jaffe 2005-05-31
"Sixty years later, Jaffe’s classic still strikes a chord, this time eerily prescient regarding so many of the
circumstances surrounding sexual harassment that paved the way toward the #MeToo movement." Buzzfeed When Rona Jaffe’s superb page-turner was first published in 1958, it changed contemporary
fiction forever. Some readers were shocked, but millions more were electrified when they saw themselves
reflected in its story of five young employees of a New York publishing company. Almost sixty years later,
The Best of Everything remains touchingly—and sometimes hilariously—true to the personal and
professional struggles women face in the city. There’s Ivy League Caroline, who dreams of graduating from
the typing pool to an editor’s office; naïve country girl April, who within months of hitting town reinvents
herself as the woman every man wants on his arm; and Gregg, the free-spirited actress with a secret
yearning for domesticity. Jaffe follows their adventures with intelligence, sympathy, and prose as sharp as a
paper cut.
Scandalous - Minerva Spencer 2019-09-24
"Have you no decency?" Straight-laced missionary Sarah Fisher has never met a man like Captain Martin
Bouchard. He is the most beautiful person--male or female--she's ever seen. Overwhelmingly masculine,
elegantly attired despite months at sea, he is in complete command of everyone and everything around him:
everyone, that is, except Sarah. But that's about to change because Sarah has bought Bouchard's mercy
with the only thing she has to sell: her body. "None at all . . ." In spite of her outrageous offer, Martin has
no doubt Sarah is a virgin, and a most delectable one at that. But instead of bedding her, he finds himself
staring down the muzzle of his own pistol. Clearly, the longer she stays on his ship, the greater the chances
that she'll end up its damned captain! Most infuriating of all, she looks past his perfect exterior to the
wounded man inside. Can Martin outrun his scandalous past in time to have a future with the first woman
to find and capture his heart? Praise for The Outcasts series "Fans of Amanda Quick's early historicals will
find much to savor." --Booklist (Starred Review) "Wicked repartee, savvy wit, and energetic libidos." -Publishers Weekly "A remarkably resourceful heroine who can more than hold her own against any
character invented by bestselling Bertrice Small . . . deliciously fun retro flavor." --Booklist (Starred
Review) "Sexy and wildly entertaining." --Bookpage "Spencer shines . . . an author to watch." --Kirkus
Reviews
A Scandalous Deal - Joanna Shupe 2018-04-24
Joanna Shupe returns with another unforgettable novel set in the glittering world of New York City’s Gilded
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Age… They call her Lady Unlucky… With three dead fiancés, Lady Eva Hyde has positively no luck when it
comes to love. She sets sail for New York City, determined that nothing will deter her dream of becoming
an architect, certainly not an unexpected passionate shipboard encounter with a mysterious stranger. But
Eva’s misfortune strikes once more when she discovers the stranger who swept her off her feet is none
other than her new employer. Or is it Lady Irresistible? Phillip Mansfield reluctantly agrees to let the fiery
Lady Eva oversee his luxury hotel project while vowing to keep their relationship strictly professional. Yet
Eva is more capable—and more alluring—than Phillip first thought, and he cannot keep from drawing up a
plan of his own to seduce her. When a series of onsite “accidents” make it clear someone wants Lady
Unlucky to earn her nickname, Phillip discovers he’s willing to do anything to protect her—even if it
requires a scandalous deal…
That Scandalous Evening - Christina Dodd 2009-10-13
New York Times bestselling author Christina Dodd spins the captivating tale of a nobleman whose path
crosses again with the one woman he absolutely cannot resist . . . . A Disastrous Season A simple statue
began the scandal. A Lady Concealed An innocent English miss conceived of it, her hands gliding across the
clay, delineating each smoothly defined muscle and sinew, creating a sculpture of the man she worshipped.
When the likeness was exposed, along with Miss Jane Higgenbothem's secret tendre for Lord Blackburn,
the ton's gleeful contempt sent the lady back to the country in disgrace. A Gentleman Revealed Now, a
decade later, she's back in London, as a chaperone to her beautiful niece. But to Blackburn, Jane's
unwitting model, the cool, reticent spinster is still a challenge. She once made the arrogant rake a
laughingstock; so why is he tempted to revive an affair that almost began so long ago, on that scandalous
evening . . . ?
Rules to Catch a Devilish Duke - Suzanne Enoch 2012-09-25
Rules to Catch a Devilish Duke Suzanne Enoch SHE BREAKS ALL THE RULES... Sophia White knows she
will never marry into polite society. The illegitimate daughter of a nobleman, she works at the Tantalus
Club, a discreet establishment for gentlemen—and her only suitor is a pastor who wants to save her soul.
So when Sophia is invited to spend the holidays at the estate of Adam Baswich, the devilishly handsome
Duke of Greaves, she is delighted—and determined to enjoy her last nights of freedom before surrendering
her hand... TO CAPTURE A NOBLEMAN'S HEART Inviting Sophia for Christmas is a daring courtesy on
Adam's part, but he soon finds the pleasure is all his. Sophia is beautiful, courageous, and stubbornly selfsufficient despite her scandalous circumstances—and not at all the kind of woman he could possibly marry.
Adam knows he must find a wife by his thirtieth birthday or he will lose his fortune. But can he defy
convention—and convince Sophia—to risk it all in the name of true love?
Some Enchanted Evening - Christina Dodd 2007-02-27
In a first installment of a new series, the author of In My Wildest Dreams presents the story of missing
exiled princess Clarice, who hides her identity and sells cosmetics to support her younger sister before
falling prey to a seductive con artist, Robert Mackenzie.
In Bed with the Duke - Christina Dodd 2010-03-02
A return to historical romance from the New York Times bestselling superstar Lady's companion Emma
Chegwidden avoids defying society's rules-until she runs right into the arms of the seductive Reaper...a
mystery man whose goal is justice. Or is it vengeance? Only one thing is certain: he's far too dangerous for
the demure Emma. But some challenges are too tempting to resist...
The Strange Genius of Mr. O - Carolyn Eastman 2020-12-11
When James Ogilvie arrived in America in 1793, he was a deeply ambitious but impoverished teacher. By
the time he returned to Britain in 1817, he had become a bona fide celebrity known simply as Mr. O,
counting the nation's leading politicians and intellectuals among his admirers. And then, like so many
meteoric American luminaries afterward, he fell from grace. The Strange Genius of Mr. O is at once the
biography of a remarkable performer--a gaunt Scottish orator who appeared in a toga--and a story of the
United States during the founding era. Ogilvie's career featured many of the hallmarks of celebrity we
recognize from later eras: glamorous friends, eccentric clothing, scandalous religious views, narcissism,
and even an alarming drug habit. Yet he captivated audiences with his eloquence and inaugurated a golden
age of American oratory. Examining his roller-coaster career and the Americans who admired (or hated)
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him, this fascinating book renders a vivid portrait of the United States in the midst of invention.
Memoirs of a Scandalous Red Dress - Elizabeth Boyle 2009-04-28
Lady Philippa Knolles has loved Captain Thomas "Dash" Dashwell since he first stole a kiss from her on a
smuggler's beach near Hastings. Now after what seems like a lifetime of waiting, Pippin is offered a chance
to renew her scandalous affair with Dash. But the man from that first heady kiss and the man she
rediscovers all these years later are hardly the same. Tucked away in the back of her closet is a red dress,
the one she wore long ago to win his heart . . . . Could it have enough memories left inside it to rekindle a
passion she's never forgotten?
Some Like It Scandalous - Maya Rodale 2019-06-18
They are sworn enemies… Theodore Prescott the Third, one of Manhattan’s Rogues of Millionaire Row, has
really done it this time. The only way to survive his most recent, unspeakably outrageous scandal is marry
someone respectable. Someone sensible. Someone like Daisy Swann. Of all the girls in Gilded Age
Manhattan, it had to be her. Pretending to be lovers... Daisy Swann has plans and they do not involve a
loveless marriage with anyone. But when a devastating family secret threatens to destroy her standing in
society, suddenly a fake engagement with Theo is just the thing to make all her dreams come true. And now
it’s time to kiss and make up… Daisy Swann aspires to sell cosmetics that she has created, but this brainy
scientist needs a smooth talking charmer’s flair for words and eye for beauty to make it a success. Before
long, Daisy and Theo are trading kisses. And secrets. And discovering that despite appearances, they might
be the perfect couple after all.
Scandalous Alchemy - Katy Moran 2021-06-10
The third novel in the Regency world of Katy Moran's Lamorna family. Welcome to Kit's story...
Wrong Alibi - Christina Dodd 2020-12-29
Perfect for fans of Lisa Jewell, New York Times bestselling author Christina Dodd delivers an all-new
thriller, featuring a bold and brash female protagonist. WRONG JOB Eighteen-year-old Evelyn Jones lands a
job in small-town Alaska, working for a man in his isolated mountain home. But her bright hopes for the
future are shattered when Donald White disappears, leaving her to face charges of theft,
embezzlement—and a brutal double murder. Her protestations of innocence count for nothing. Convicted,
she faces life in prison…until fate sends her on the run. WRONG NAME Evie's escape leaves her scarred
and in hiding, isolated from her family, working under an alias at a wilderness camp. Bent on justice, intent
on recovering her life, she searches for the killer who slaughters without remorse. WRONG ALIBI At last,
the day comes. Donald White has returned. Evie emerges from hiding; the fugitive becomes the hunter. But
in her mind, she hears the whisper of other forces at work. Now Evelyn must untangle the threads of
evidence before she’s once again found with blood on her hands: the blood of her own family… “This is
Dodd at her brilliant best.” —Booklist (starred review) on Strangers She Knows Dodd's twisty suspense will
have readers turning the pages and keeping the lights on at night.
Taken by the Prince - Christina Dodd 2011-04-05
Only Victoria knows that Saber Lawrence is a renegade prince plotting to seize control of his country. But
when Saber kidnaps Victoria to ensure her silence and vanquish her reserve, he finds that the proper
English governess is not so easily seduced, unless Saber's willing to surrender something of his own-his
heart.
The Gentleman's Daughter - Bianca M. Schwarz 2021-07-06
This is the second book in the popular Gentleman Spy Mysteries — read this as a standalone or look for the
first book, The Innkeeper's Daughter! Sir Henry, secret agent to the crown, must marry a lady above
reproach to afford his illegitimate daughter entrance into society. After narrowly escaping marriage to a
highborn bigot, he takes an assignment in Brighton, leading him to an abandoned abbey full of dark
whispers, and a sinister secret society, the very one Henry has been investigating for three years. Isabella
is as beautiful as she is talented, but falling in love isn't part of her plans. She only wants to paint, forget
her painful past, and keep her overbearing mother at bay. But gaining one's independence isn't easy for a
woman in 1823, so Isabella embarks on a fake courtship with Sir Henry. Soon, love and a painting career no
longer seem so utterly incompatible. But when the man Isabella fears most kidnaps her, all appears lost.
Realizing the kidnapper is part of the same organization he is investigating, Henry chases after them.
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Entrapped in a web of secrets, both Henry and Isabella must face old enemies, and fight for their happily
ever after. The third book in the The Gentleman Spy Mysteries, The Memory of Her, is coming in April
2022.
Her Scandalous Wish - Collette Cameron 2016-01-12
A marriage offer obligated by duty--an acceptance compelled by desperation. Her Scandalous Wish Scarred
from a fire, at two-and-twenty, Philomena Pomfrett is resigned to spinsterhood. But to ease her dying
brother's fretting, she reluctantly agrees to attend a London Season to acquire a husband. If she fails, when
he dies, with no family and no money, her future is perilous. Betrayed once, Philomena entertains no
notions of a love-match. Newly titled, Bradford, Viscount Kingsley, returns to England after a three-year
absence. When he stumbles upon Philomena hiding in a secluded arbor during a ball, believing she died in a
fire he doesn't recognize his first love. Yet something about her enthralls him, and he steals a moonlit kiss.
Caught in the act by Philomena's brother, Bradford is issued an ultimatum-a duel or marry Philomena.
Bradford offers marriage, but Philomena rejects his half-hearted proposal, convinced he'd grow to despise
her. Then her brother collapses, and she's faced with marrying a man who deserted her once already.
Caution: This Regency historical romance contains a jaded lord whom the ladies adore, a scarred spinster,
willing to sacrifice everything for her dying brother, a feisty, portly cat, and an audacious aunt who say
precisely what she thinks. Buy this 3rd installment in the Waltz with a Rogue Historical Regency romance
Novella series for a rousing, emotional, and romantic adventure you can't put down. A WALTZ WITH A
ROGUE NOVELLA SERIES A Kiss for Miss Kingsley (Book 1) Bride of Falcon (Book 2) Her Scandalous Wish
Book 3) To Tame a Scoundrel's Heart (Book 4)
The Scandalous, Dissolute, No-Good Mr. Wright - Tessa Dare 2012-12-11
Miss Eliza Cade is a lady in waiting. And waiting. Because of a foolish mistake in her youth, she's not
allowed "out" in Society until her three older sisters are wed. But while she's trying to be good, she keeps
bumping elbows—and, more distressingly, lips— with notorious rake Harry Wright. Every moment she
spends with him, she risks complete ruin. The sensual passions he stirs in her are so wrong . . . but Eliza
just can't resist Mr. Wright.
Virtue Falls - Christina Dodd 2014-09-09
Growing up believing that her father was responsible for murdering her mother 20 years earlier, Elizabeth
returns to her hometown in search of answers and discovers evidence of her father's innocence and the
ongoing agenda of the real killer.
Lady in Black - Christina Dodd 2014-04-01
New York Times Bestseller CHRISTINA DODD brings you hot suspense and cool romance in LADY IN
BLACK A straight-laced lady butler... A powerful billionaire... Margaret Guarneri thought she had found
sanctuary managing the home of a rich, elderly man...until the day he receives a deadly kidnapping threat.
Enter Reid Donovan, dynamic, wealthy in his own right, and suspicious of the gorgeous young widow who
so diligently cares for his grandfather. Distrust, extortion, and the shadows of the past drive Reid and
Margaret apart. Wild, uninhibited passion brings them together. They must learn to trust each other before
they can vanquish a killer...and in the process, they discover a passion more powerful than anything either
of them could imagine. But has love come too late for the handsome billionaire and his lady in black? "Hot
romance, fast action and that magic ingredient--heart." Jayne Ann Krentz "A delicious concoction that
readers will be hard-pressed not to consume in one gulp." Publisher's Weekly Join Christina Dodd's FREE
mailing list for book sales, book news, and entertainment brought right to your inbox! Just copy and paste *
christinadodd.com * into your browser, fill out the form in the upper right corner with your name and email
(Christina pledges to keep your information private), and you'll always know about the best in romance and
suspense. Join now!
Bound by One Scandalous Night - Diane Gaston 2016-03-22
Marrying a stranger On the eve of battle, Lieutenant Edmund Summerfield rescues mysterious Amelie
Glenville from attack by marauding soldiers. Heady from the anticipation and uncertainty in the air, they
spend the night together, but their scandalous actions have one inescapable consequence...! The
illegitimate son of an aristocrat, Edmund won't consign his unborn child to the same fate, so he offers
Amelie marriage. With a honeymoon spent weathering a storm of scandal, can these two strangers hope to
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turn their convenient marriage into something real?
Rules of Engagement - Christina Dodd 2009-10-13
Rules of Engagement: Choose a bride from this year's debutantes. Decide on a proper settlement. Send an
announcement to The Times. Inform the bride of her good fortune. Rules of Respectability: Devon
Mathewes, Earl of Kerrich, has a plan that is sure to restore him to the Queen's favor. First, he must hire a
sensible, unattractive governess. Next, he will see to adopting a properly grateful orphan, which will surely
lend him a patina of respectability. Finally, he must obtain a guarantee that his orphan and the governess
will better his character and reputation without unduly disturbing his life—love life or otherwise. Rules of
Passion: As a condition of accepting the governess position, Miss Pamela Lockhart of the Distinguished
Academy of Governesses has a few rules of her own. Devon at all times must behave with propriety, an
unlikely accomplishment that would delight the ton and completely astonish Pamela herself. She must be
allowed to choose a suitable orphan at her own discretion. Most important, Devon must vow to never ever
delve into Pamela's background, or her appearance, lest he discover the truth behind the deepest secrets of
her heart. But of course, all rules are made to be broken . . . An Avon Romance
My Favorite Bride - Christina Dodd 2009-10-13
When Miss Samantha Prendregast arrives at Devil's Fell to take charge of six rebellious girls, the vibrant,
outspoken governess is not quite prepared to deal with the tall, dark and dashing master of the grand
estate. The children she can manage with intelligence, guile . . . and a little bribery. Their widowed father,
Colonel William Gregory, is not so easily charmed -- and far too easy to fall in love with, which she dares not
do. William always cherished the orderliness of his life, until this captivating troublemaker began flouting
his authority and distracting him with her witty defiance and breathtaking beauty. Despite the fact that
they clash at every meeting, William finds himself inexplicablydrawn to Samantha's fire. And now he's even
contemplating marriage, which would be sweet madness indeed. But before he can successfully woo her,
William must discover what it is that Samantha is hiding from him. But the secret the lady is preciously
guarding is far too shocking and dangerous to ever reveal . . .
My Fair Temptress - Christina Dodd 2005-09-27
An accomplished flirt and ruined gentlewoman, Miss Caroline Ritter makes a living teaching inept
noblemen the fine art of attracting a wife, but she meets her match in enigmatic rogue Jude Durant, the
Earl of Huntington. Original.
The Rogue Not Taken - Sarah MacLean 2015-12-29
Lady Sophie’s Society Splash When Sophie, the least interesting of the Talbot sisters, lands her
philandering brother-in-law backside-first in a goldfish pond in front of all society, she becomes the target
of very public aristocratic scorn. Her only choice is to flee London, vowing to start a new life far from the
aristocracy. Unfortunately, the carriage in which she stows away isn’t saving her from ruin . . . it’s filled
with it. Rogue’s Reign of Ravishment! Kingscote, “King,” the Marquess of Eversley, has never met a woman
he couldn’t charm, resulting in a reputation far worse than the truth, a general sense that he’s more pretty
face than proper gentleman, and an irate summons home to the Scottish border. When King discovers
stowaway Sophie, however, the journey becomes anything but boring. War? Or More? He thinks she’s
trying to trick him into marriage. She wouldn’t have him if he were the last man on earth. But carriages
bring close quarters, dark secrets, and unbearable temptation, making opposites altogether too attractive .
..
That Scandalous Summer - Meredith Duran 2013-01-29
The darling of the ton, beautiful widow Elizabeth Chudderly longs for something more and finds what she is
looking for in Lord Michael de Grey, a dashing aristocrat raised in scandal who, in order to escape family
duty, must marry a woman of his brother's choosing. Original. 125,000 first printing.
Scandalous Liaisons - Sylvia Day 2013-09-01
"Oh, those naughty rakes. With their wicked winks, sensual smiles, and bad boy habits, you just can't take
them out in polite society. But who wants to go out when you can stay in. . .? Stolen Pleasures Sebastian
Blake, Earl of Merrick, long ago fled the responsibilities of his title to become the infamous pirate, Captain
Phoenix. But the booty he's just captured on a merchant ship is a fierce tempered minx who claims to be a
bride. . .his bride, married to him by proxy on behest of their fathers. He could shame his hated family and
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return his beautiful wife untouched, but no treasure has ever proved more tempting to Sebastian, and
making their marriage a true one--in every sense--is his one urgent desire . . . Lucien's Gamble Lucien
Remington's reputation as a debauched libertine who plays by no one's rules--in business or the bedroom--is
well deserved. He gets what he wants, social repudiation be damned. But society can keep from him the
one thing he truly desires, the untouchable Lady Julienne La Coeur. Until she sneaks into his club dressed
as a man and searching for her irresponsible brother. Suddenly she's in Lucien's grasp, his to take, and his
mind is filled with the most wickedly sinful thoughts. A gentleman would walk away from the temptation
she presents. But then, Lucien has never claimed to be a gentleman. . . Her Mad Grace Hugh La Coeur
never wanted to be the Earl of Montrose. Wine, women, and a hefty wager are preferable to responsibility
of any kind. It's certainly preferable to spending the night in an eerie, neglected mansion owned by a
legendary madwoman. The duchess's companion, the fiercely independent Charlotte, is another matter
altogether. Hugh would be happy to spend as many nights in her bed as possible. He knows she's hiding
terrible secrets, but for once in his life, Hugh has the desire to take on someone else's burden as his own,
no matter what the danger. . . They're mad, bad, and totally irresistible. . .
Her Scandalous Pursuit - Candace Camp 2020-01-28
The long-awaited prequel to the Mad Morelands series--the story of Thisbe, the oldest Moreland daughter.
Thisbe Moreland is used to men not taking her seriously. As a scientist, she's accustomed to being the only
woman at lectures and meetings, her presence met with scorn and derision. So it comes as a pleasant
surprise when she sits next to a handsome young man who is actually interested in having a conversation
about science. Desmond Harrison cannot believe his good fortune when he sits next to Thisbe--she's
intelligent and incredibly beautiful. He longs to see her again--but he's ashamed of his low birth. Not to
mention his employment with the infamous Professor Gordon, a formerly respected scientist who turned to
spiritualism and is now deeply scorned. When Professor Gordon demands that Desmond recover an artifact
for him--an ancient object reputed to have terrible power, known as the Eye of Annie Blue--Desmond
realizes that only Thisbe holds the key. Desmond must choose between his love for Thisbe and his loyalty to
his mentor...but humanity's very future will depend on his choice.
Obsession Falls - Christina Dodd 2015-09-08
In Christina Dodd's Obsession Falls, Taylor Summers witnesses the death threat to a young boy, and does
the only thing she can do—she sacrifices herself to distract the killers. Her reward is a life in ruins, on the
run in the wilderness, barely surviving a bitter winter and the even more bitter knowledge she has lost
everything: her career, her reputation, her identity. She finds refuge in Virtue Falls, and there comes face
to face with the knowledge that, to live her life again, she must enlist the help of the man who does not
trust her to defeat the man who would destroy her.
A Scandalous Charade - Ava Stone 2012-03
A Regency Historical Novel - Book Two of the Scandalous Series... Handsome ladies' man Lucas Beckford
has agreed to help his friend, an impoverished baron, win the affections of an icy heiress. It should be a
simple task, especially for a seducer of his reputation. However when Luke catches sight of the enchanting
lady, he is captivated with her pretty brown eyes, quick wit, and sharp tongue; and his desire to see his
friend marry the girl quickly evaporates. Now he just has to find a way to convince the penniless lord to
turn his attentions elsewhere-leaving the Ice Princess to him. Lady Juliet St. Claire has always believed that
her fortune would protect her from ever having to relinquish her freedom in marriage. Though fortune
hunters endlessly hound her, Juliet's outwardly cold demeanor keeps most of them at bay, licking their
wounds or patching up their pride. However when Luke charms his way into her life, he easily melts more
than just her heart. Unfortunately, the rogue is of the love 'em and leave 'em variety, and leaves Juliet's
tender heart in pieces. But when her fortune lands her in danger from an unscrupulous foe, Luke returns to
her side, offering his help and protection. Now Juliet has to decide if her heart is strong enough to trust the
rogue a second time. Plus! Bonus Novella - A Scandalous Secret Chester Peyton, the Marquess of Astwick,
has never forgotten his first love. Nor has he ever gotten over her. But now thirteen years later, time has
come for him to finally settle down and do his duty as far as both his title and his dragon of a mother are
concerned. Everything would be so much easier if Chet's heart didn't still belong to the enchanting Scot he
gave it to once upon a time. After following her late-husband's regiment from one end of the continent to
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the other, Lady Hannah Campbell returns to London a very different woman than the naive lass she once
was. With her two sons in tow, she now has to navigate the waters of the ton, which seem more foreign
than the lands she has traversed the last dozen years. And all the while, she has to keep hidden the
scandalous secret that made her flee England so very ago."
Love in the Time of Scandal - Caroline Linden 2015-05-26
USA Today bestselling author Caroline Linden's third novel in her Scandalous series brings together a
feisty heiress, a notorious rake, and a shocking book that could bring one woman the utmost despair— or
the greatest pleasure. Penelope Weston does not like Benedict Lennox, Lord Atherton. He may be the suave

that-scandalous-evening

and charming heir to an earl, as well as the most handsome man on earth, but she can't forget how he
abandoned a friend in need— nor how he once courted her sister, Abigail. He's the last man she would ever
marry. If only she didn't feel so attracted to the arrogant scoundrel . . . Once upon a time, Benedict thought
he and Penelope got along rather well. Though he needs a wealthy bride to escape his cruel father's
control, spirited Penelope just doesn't suit his plans for a model marriage—until a good deed goes awry,
and scandalous rumors link his name to Penelope's. She might not be the quiet, sensible wife he thought he
wanted, but she is beautiful . . . beguiling . . . and far more passionate than he ever imagined. Can a
marriage begun in scandal become a love match, too?
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